Official Bidding form
Event: World Under 16 Chess Olympiad 2010 (Igdir)
Federation: Turkish Chess Federation
Organiser: Turkish Chess Federation – Ali Nihat YAZICI (FIDE International Organiser)
(Probable) City: Igdir
Proposed dates of Arrival: 24 July 2010 Departure : 01 August 2010
Financial guarantee: Turkish Republic provides full guarantee for the championships
Turkish Chess Federation provides full guarantee for the championships, plus guarantee for entry fees. When the tournament
granted to TCF in one week we are ready to provide mentioned government guarantee in written form by Sport Minister of Turkish
Republic. If it is necessary we are ready to give bank guarantee as well.
Declaration generally assuring visas
To representatives of all federations: TCF accepts and guarantees all visas for all countries affiliated to FIDE to provide, if the
application has been made till one month before the championships.
Exceptions, if any, and reasons: No exceptions
Name of Meeting/Tournament hall
And its distance from accommodation: Sport Hall
Travel connections and reductions for Participants officials and accompanying persons: in Igdir it is easy to access from
Istanbul by daily flights to close airports. The distance to the airport of Kars 130 km, Agri 143 km, Van 225 km. Daily flight to
those cities from Istanbul and Ankara.
Accommodation and meals of participants And for accompanying persons: Angora Hotel 4 stars
Full board concept . Invited players are free. Open buffet consisting at least 30 different choices. Concept includes all foods and
coffee breaks, except alcohols drinks.
For extra players and guests 49€ in in double, 69€ in single.
Press facilities:
Telephones: Telefax: E-mail:
FREE INTERNET ACCESS TO ALL PARTICIPANTS with wireless wide bandwidth connection.
Secretarial Staff (Indicate languages). English, German, Russian speaking staff will be provided.
Simultaneous Translation (in case of meeting): YES
FIDE standard chess equipment electronic clocks for all boards and electronic boards up to 100 boards. (in case of a competition):
Additional arrangement/Prize Fund is applicable: There will be 10.000 € trophies as (chess clocks, sets, books will be provided
to participants). Each player will be given a t-shirt and certificate. Top three of team will be given cups and medals, and the winner
of boards will be given medals. The event will be covered by TCF international sport agency system. Therefore, in all countries in
the world TV Channels will be given material everyday to broadcast event in news or airtime.
(GA `96) Deposit: We confirm that we shall pay the deposit fee in one week after the decision of FIDE granting the event to TCF.
We have recognized the specific FIDE stipulation for the above-mentioned event and will observe them.
Ali Nihat YAZICI
International Chess Organizer and International Arbiter
President
27 August 2009/Ankara

All conditions offered are subject to the approval of the FIDE President or his representative.

